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My current knowledge of the business world exists solely in a non-profit environment. It 

is this environment that I am choosing to write about. The non-profit I work for is fairly unique 

in its setup. The umbrella non-profit is Recovery Association Project (RAP): which exists to 

remove barriers to recovery. The people we serve are Oxford Houses of Oregon (OHO) members 

and the entity serving these members is Oregon Recovery Homes (ORH). Our hiring pool comes 

out of OHO as alumni, get trained to be an ORH employee and the goal is to segue over into a 

full blown RAP employee/supporter. The difficulties lie in that volunteers have loyalty to OHO, 

the glory and power is perceived in ORH and they have no clue about what RAP does. We do a 

lot of training to gear them towards RAP employee: herein is both a training system and 

leadership development. In RAP these two things crossover with one another with a startling 

regularity. I may use the terms leadership when I am talking about training and vice versa. This 

is one of our most overlooked areas of improvement because the length of time an employee is 

involved is 2+ years and the length of time a member stays involved is 18 months+. My goal in 

this paper is to identify the means to increase the knowledge of both members and staff 
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regarding leadership opportunities and increasing the long term -involvement as well as to 

decrease the discomfort associated with identifying as a RAP employee.  

RAP is a non-profit that works to identify barriers to recovery. This recovery can be from 

trauma, drug and/or alcohol addiction or overcoming mental health disorders. OHO provides 

democratic, self-sufficient housing for people in recovery from addiction. The primary method of 

training that OHO uses is one of elected leaders, process training, workshops and small 

fundraisers. The elected leaders are in a house (President, Secretary, Treasurer, Chore 

Coordinator, etc.) in a Chapter (Chair, Co-Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, etc.) and at the State 

Board level. The state board consists of the Chair, the Co-Chair, so on and so forth but it also 

contains each Chapter Chair or a representative from the Chapter. Training for the system of 

operations happens within the house with a House Officer training. This includes reading over a 

packet; sometimes filling out the forms associated with the positions, and a whole lot of 

discussion regarding behavior contracts, job contracts, and urine analysis logs. At the Chapter 

level there are Chapter Officer Trainings which are more in depth. The Chapter officers need to 

be knowledgeable of landlord tenant law as applied to OHO: this includes 24 hour notices, 72 

hour notices and 30 day notices. There have been major efforts to overhaul the training at the 

Chapter level: we are implementing a certification process which includes a quiz so that Chapter 

Officers are not making rash decisions which can bring about a lawsuit of housing 

discrimination. The State Board tends to use a peer based model of training, ideally old officers 

work with new officers during a three month transition. Unfortunately the reality is that by the 

time new officers come on board old officers are burnt out and ready to move on. 

The method of training that RAP uses to develop leadership skills is the Industrial Areas 

Foundation (IAF) model of grassroots organizing. RAP is a member of the NW-IAF affiliate and 
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through this membership has access to trainings that happen amongst labor unions, churches and 

community organizations. There is the basic leadership training, the 5 day training and the 10 

day training. The very premise of this training is relational meetings, or intentional 

conversations. For people in recovery oftentimes this is an incredibly difficult process to get in 

the practice of. This grassroots organizing concept has been the historical backbone of RAP 

insofar as having our members determining the agenda in which we seek to change via action. 

For example: increasing funding to alcohol and drug free housing, increasing services to people 

transitioning out of prison, using the Oxford model of housing to create a pilot project housing 

women overcoming domestic violence. These are all things we have organized around and areas 

we have won county and statewide funding and each action began with an intentional 

conversation. For each of these training types to work, leaders are identified, groomed and then 

trained but no matter what they usually last only 18+ months in leadership positions. 

In Industrial/Organizational Psychology: An Applied Approach Chapter 12 discusses 

Interaction between the Leader and the Situation. This is something that is overlooked in our 

training methods: our approach tends to be more cookie cutter. The book breaks this header into 

more specific areas: Situational Favorability, Organizational Climate, Subordinate Ability, 

Relationships with Subordinates. To critically analyze my workplace I need to start with myself 

in an honest way.  

In our business we are about changing lives and changing behaviors. Most of our 

members (and staff) use 12 step programs to strengthen their recovery commitment. Members 

struggle with being told they need to change their peer group, stay out of relationships, admit 

your wrongdoings to another, make amends for those wrongdoings, etc. These are all about 

doing work to change actions. The leadership model we use (the IAF) also calls upon asking 
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people to change their understanding of leadership. It also indicates they don’t inherently have 

leadership skills already. Fred Fiedler, a leading researcher of I/O psychology, developed what is 

known as Fiedler’s contingency model. This model holds that an individual’s leadership style is 

only effective in certain situations. Fiedler argues that instead of changing leadership styles, help 

individuals understand their leadership style and which situation best suits them. Fiedler’s model 

has an acknowledgement of strengths built into it, addicts are always being told to change and I 

think that this model will allow them to see their leadership abilities naturally in the right 

situation. By acknowledging existing abilities the satisfaction of the leader is increased as well as 

a reduction in burnout.  

Reading through Organizational Climate I see that flexibility is valued as a leadership 

trait according to the IMPACT theory. The impact theory considers personality styles: 

Informational, Magnetic, Position, Affiliation, Coercive, and Tactical. These traits are fairly self-

explanatory. What interests me the most is the statement on page 450, “Thus, people who are 

willing to adapt their behavior and who have the ability to ‘play’ each of the six leadership styles 

should be effective leaders.” Flexibility is a skill that some hone over time and some are just able 

to practice it more. For people in recovery flexibility can be very difficult. When it comes to 

recovery it is either black and white: our organization is where all the grey is. Identifying leaders 

and staff who are comfortable navigating the grey area, or are at least flexible enough to go into 

it open minded and willing will shift motivation to seeing new situations as opportunities not 

necessarily roadblocks.  

The most valuable peace that I recognize in the text is the role of Relationships with 

Subordinates: this is because of an in group and out group theory. I have seen this play out like a 

bully on a playground. In members get to play and don’t get hurt, out members often engage in 
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ingratiating behaviors. In group gets better reviews and performs better and out group is still 

looking for direction. There are many power dynamics in the recovery community: most people 

have stagnated (some) growth at the developmental level they really began using. Often recovery 

events or work trainings, house trainings, workshops, etc. end up like a jr. high dance. Everyone 

is segregated in groups of like with like. The previous traits of flexibility and willingness come 

into play here so that people can learn to play well with others. Today I heard testimony that this 

housing system of Oxford Houses of Oregon taught people to play well with others. 

Essentially, I have looked at different models and how this would increase length of time 

within members and staff as well as to decrease the discomfort associated with RAP. 

Acknowledging existing leadership styles and traits, pairing them within situations that fit each 

style as well as a willingness to learn about their leadership styles will create a more informed 

membership base and staff who are comfortable with the grey area of RAP.   

 

  

 

 

 


